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THE EQUIDISTRIBUTION OF SMALL POINTS FOR STRONGLY REGULAR
PAIRS OF POLYNOMIAL MAPS
CHONG GYU LEE
Abstract. In this paper, we prove the equidistribution of periodic points of a regular polynomial
automorphism f : An → An defined over a number field K: let f be a regular polynomial automor-
phism defined over a number field K and let v ∈MK . Then, there exists an f -invariant probability
measure µf,v on Berk
(
PnCv
)
such that the set of periodic points of f is equidistributed with respect
to µf,v. We will prove it by equidistribution of small points for strongly regular pair of polynomial
maps.
1. Introduction
Let f = (f1, · · · , fn) : A
n → An be a polynomial map defined over a number field K; i.e, we
assume that f1, · · · , fn ∈ K[X1, · · · ,Xn]. We say f is a polynomial automorphism if there is a
polynomial map f−1 : An → An which is the inverse of f . We say that a polynomial automorphism
f is regular if meromorphic extensions f, f−1 of f, f−1, which are rational maps on Pn, have no
common indeterminacy point. Regular polynomial automorphisms are well studied in various field
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 31, 20, 22, 26, 36].
In this paper, we obtain an arithmetic equidistribution theorem for regular polynomial maps
defined over a number field:
Theorem A. Let f : An → An be a regular polynomial automorphism defined over a number field
K and let v ∈ MK . Then, there exists an f -invariant probability measure µf,v on the Berkovich
projective space Berk
(
PnCv
)
such that the set of periodic points of f is equidistributed with respect
to µf,v: let {xm} be a sequence of periodic points of f such that |{xm} ∩W | < ∞ for any proper
subvariety W of Pn. Then
1
ordxm
∑
y∈Γxm
δy weakly converges to µf,v
where Γxm is the Galois orbit of xm and δy is a Dirac measure at y.
Theorem A generalizes the known result for He´non maps on AnC: Bedford, Lyubich & Smillie [7]
proved that that the saddle periodic points of He´non map on A2C are equidistributed with respect
to the measure of maximal entropy. Dinh and Sibony [14] have recently proved the corresponding
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complex equidistribution result for periodic points of regular polynomial automorphisms on AnC for
any n. In particular, the measure µf,v in Theorem A at the archimedean place coincides with the
measure of maximal entropy.
The measures µf,v are Chambert-Loir measures associated to a metrized adelic line bundle [10].
To obtain Theorem A, we use the arithmetic equidistribution results of Yuan [42] (see Theorem 2.3).
As we shall explain, dynamical system of regular polynomial automorphism is not covered by Yuan’s
application in algebraic dynamics, as Zhang’s dynamical adelic metric [44] is designed for polarizable
endomorphisms on projective varieties while these polynomial automorphisms have indeterminacy
in Pn. In Section 6, we explain how to construct a “polarizable sequence of morphisms” from a
regular polynomial automorphism in order to use the existing arithmetic equidistribution results.
In fact, Theorem A is a special case of a more general equidistribution theorem for strongly
regular pairs of polynomial maps of the same degree:
Definition 1.1. Let f, g : An → An be polynomial maps defined over a number field K and let h
be the absolute logarithmic height function on Pn
K
. We say a pair {f, g} is strongly regular if it
satisfies the following condition:
• the meromorphic extensions of f, g have no common indeterminacy point.
• c(f), c(g) <∞ where
c(f) := lim sup
h(X)→∞
X∈An
K
h(X)
h
(
f(X)
) .
• deg f,deg g ≥ 2.
• f ◦ g = g ◦ f .
• f, g are algebraically stable: deg fm = (deg f)m and deg gm = (deg g)m.
• deg(f ◦ g) < min(deg f,deg g).
Note that we will use the D-ratio version of the definition of the strongly regular pair later, which
uses d(f), d(g) instead of c(f), c(g) for computational convenience. (See Subsection 2.3 for details.)
The following theorem shows that a sequence of generic and small points is equidistributed with
respect to a canonical measure:
Theorem B. Let S = {f, g : An → An} be a strongly regular pair of polynomial maps defined
over a number field K such that deg f = deg g. Then, we have the equidistribution of small points:
let {xm} be a generic and small sequence on P
n
K
with respect to the arithmetic canonical height
function h˜S. Then, for any place v ∈ MK , there is a probability measure µS,v on Berk
(
PnCv
)
such
that a sequence of the probability measure on the Galois orbit of xm weakly converges to µS,v.
As in Theorem A, the measures µS,v are Chambert-Loir measures associated to a metrized
adelic line bundle (OPn(1), || · ||S). The metric is constructed by forming local Green functions
(local escape-rate function) for the pair S = {f, g}. Note that the local Green function GS,· of a
strongly regular pair S is a Weil function so that we have a Ne´ron divisor associate to GS,·, which
is equivalent to a metrized line bundle.
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Now suppose that f is a regular polynomial automorphism on An. We apply Theorem B to
obtain Theorem A, but we observe that the pair {f, f−1} is a strongly regular pair of “different”
degree if n > 2 - it is easily resolved by Proposition 7.2. Also, Theorem B requires a generic and
small sequence consisting of periodic points. Theorem C allows us to apply Theorem B to obtain
Theorem A. (See Section 7 for details.)
Theorem C. Let f : An → An be a regular polynomial automorphism defined over a number field
K. Then, the set of periodic point of f is Zariski dense.
Theorems A and B should be viewed in the context of a collection of “arithmetic equidistribu-
tion” results obtained in recent years; the equidistribution of small points is first studied by Szpiro,
Ullmo & Zhang [40]. After various research of Baker & Rumely [1], Chambert-Loir [10] and Favre &
Rivera-Letelier [16], Yuan [42] proved it in arbitrary dimensions. Yuan’s result is applied in various
cases of algebraic dynamical systems defined over a number field: Yuan applied his theorem for
polarizable endomorphisms and the author [29] used it for some automorphisms on K3 surface.
Acknowledgements. I would like to thank Shu Kawaguchi for comments on good and bad reductions.
I also thank Eric Bedford, Laura DeMarco, and Xinyi Yuan for helpful discussions and comments.
2. Preliminaries
Here’s some basic terminology. We refer [32] for arithmetic height functions on a finitely
generated field K over Q, [27] for details on the D-ratio, [11], [19] and [34] for the resolution of
indeterminacy, [22] and [38] for the local Green functions.
2.1. Notations. We set the following notations.
I(f) the indeterminacy locus of a rational map f : Pn 99K Pn
K a number field
v a prime place on K
MK the set of prime places on K
M0K the set of nonarchimedean places on K
M∞K the set of archimedean places on K
Kv the v-adic local field
Ov = OKv the ring of integer of Kv
|| · ||v the v-adic supreme norm on A
n+1
Cv
|| · ||L = {|| · ||L,v | v ∈MK} an adelic metric {|| · ||L,v | v ∈MK} on a line bundle L
k = kv the residue field of Kv
f˜ reduction map of f on Pn
kv
2.2. Equidistribution of small points. One of main ingredients of this paper is the equidistri-
bution of small points. In this section, we introduce the theorem of Yuan [42]. Note that it requires
the semipositive metric.
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Theorem 2.1 (Yuan, [42]). Let V be a projective variety defined over a number field K, let
L = (L, || · ||) be a metrized line bundle such that L is an ample line bundle on V and || · || is
a semipositive adelic metric on L and let v ∈MK . Define an arithmetic height function hL on the
set of closed subvarieties W of V ,
hL(W ) =
ĉ1(L|W )
dimW+1
(dimW + 1) ordLW
and a probability measure on the Berkovich analytic space Berk
(
V (Cv)
)
,
µL,v =
c1(L)
deg V
v
degL V
,
where ĉ1(L) is the arithmetic first Chern form of L. (See [9, §2.1] for details.) Suppose that {xm}
is a generic and small sequence. (Note that a sequence {xm} is called generic if {xm} has finite
intersection with any proper subvariety of V and is called small if hL(xm) converges to hL(V ).)
Then, the sequence of probability measures on the Galois orbit of xm weakly converges to µL,v on
Berk
(
PnCv
)
.
2.3. The D-ratio of polynomial maps. In this subsection, we introduce the basic idea of the
D-ratio. We will let K be a number field and let h be the absolute naive height height on Pn
K
for
convenience.
In Definition 1.1, we want that c(f), c(g) are finite. The reason why we require this condition
is that we will use the following global and local height inequalities:
Lemma 2.2. Let f : An → An be a polynomial map defined over a number field K and let v ∈MK .
Define
c(f) := lim sup
h(X)→∞
X∈An
K
h(X)
h
(
f(X)
) .
Suppose that c(f) is finite. Then, for any ǫ > 0, there is a constant Cǫ such that
(c(f) + ǫ) h
(
f(X)
)
> h(X) − Cǫ and (c(f) + ǫ) log
+ ||f(X)||v > log
+ ||X||v − Cǫ
for all X ∈ An
K
.
Proof. The first inequality is trivial because of the definition of c(f). For the second inequality,
consider the resolution of indeterminacy of f :
V
π

φ
!!❈
❈
❈
❈
❈
❈
❈
❈
Pn
f
//❴❴❴ Pn
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Let E = (c(f) + ǫ2)φ
∗H − π∗H and let D be an ample divisor on V . Then the fractional limit of
E, defined on [28], is positive: let X = π(Y ). Then we get the following inequality.
FlimD
(
E, π−1
(
An
))
= lim sup
hD(Y )→∞
Y ∈π−1
(
An
)
hE(Y )
hD(Y )
= lim sup
hD(Y )→∞
X=π(Y )∈An
K
(c(f) + ǫ2)hφ∗H(X)− hπ∗H(X)
hD(X)
≥ 0.
Therefore, E is a pseudo-effective divisor whose base locus lies outside of π−1
(
An
)
. Thus, a sum
of a pseudo-effective divisor and a big divisor,
E′ = (c(f) + ǫ)φ∗H − π∗H = E +
ǫ
2
φ∗H
is an effective divisor whose base locus lies outside of π−1
(
An
)
\ |φ∗H| = π−1
(
An
)
. Thus, λE′,v is
bounded below on π−1
(
An
)
. Let X = π(Y ) and get
λE′,v(Y ) = (c(f) + ǫ)λH,v
(
φ(Y )
)
− λH,v
(
π(Y )
)
= (c(f) + ǫ)λH,v
(
f(X)
)
− λH,v
(
X
)
> O(1)
by the functorial property of arithmetic height functions. Therefore, we get the desired result
because λH,v(X) = log
+ ||X||v +O(1). 
It is not convenient to consider ǫ in every inequality. So, we will use the D-ratio version of
the definition of strongly regular pairs (Definition 2.4). It is a stronger condition than the original
definition because we have the following inequality:
c(f) ≤
r(f)
deg f
.
(see [27, Theorem 7.3] for details.) Also, it is more convenient for regular polynomial automor-
phisms: if we only consider the case of a regular polynomial automorphism, then polynomial maps
Φ,Ψ defined in the proof of Theorem B are regular polynomial automorphisms again and hence we
know the D-ratios of Φ and Ψ. In general, it is very painful to show that the D-ratios of Φ,Ψ are
finite while it is clear that c(Φ), c(Ψ) are finite if r(f), r(g) are finite. It is the only reason why we
define the strongly regular pair with c(f).
Note that we consider a polynomial map f : An → An as a rational map f : Pn 99K Pn such
that I(f) is contained in the infinity hyperplane H = Pn \ An. We can define the D-ratio for such
rational maps.
Definition 2.3. Let H be a hyperplane on Pn and let f : Pn 99K Pn be a rational map, defined over
a number field K, such that I(f) ⊂ H. Then, we can define the D-ratio of f : let V be a successive
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blowup of Pn with a birational morphism π : V → Pn such that f ◦ π extends to a morphism φ and
let
{H#, E1, · · · , Er}
be a basis of Pic(V ) where H# is the proper transformation of H by π and E1, · · · , Er are irreducible
components of the exceptional divisor on V . We define the D-ratio of f on V to be
r(f) := deg f ×max
ai
bi
where π∗H = a0H
# +
∑
aiEi and φ
∗H = b0H
# +
∑
biEi.
Definition 2.4 (The D-ratio version). We say a pair of polynomial maps {f, g : An → An}, defined
over a number field K, is strongly regular if it satisfies the following conditions:
• the meromorphic extensions of f, g have no common indeterminacy point.
• r(f), r(g) <∞.
• deg f,deg g ≥ 2.
• f ◦ g = g ◦ f .
• f, g are algebraically stable: deg fm = (deg f)m,deg gm = (deg g)m.
• deg(f ◦ g) < min(deg f,deg g).
Remark 2.5. If you want to use Definition 1.1 instead of Definition 2.4, all d(f), d(g) will be
replaced by deg f ·
(
c(f) + ǫ
)
and deg g ·
(
c(g) + ǫ
)
. For example, the v-adic norm inequality (H) in
Section 3
C1||X||
df
r(f) ≤ ||f(X)|| ≤ C2||X||
df
will be replaced by
C1,ǫ||X||
1
c(f)+ǫ ≤ ||f(X)|| ≤ C2||X||
df .
Lemma 2.6. Let H be a hyperplane on Pn, let f : Pn 99K Pn be a rational map, defined over a
number field K, such that I(f) ⊂ H, let An
K
= Pn
K
\H, let r(f) be a D-ratio of f and let v ∈MK .
Then, there are constant C and Cv satisfying
r(f)
deg f
h
(
f(X)
)
> h(X) − C for all X ∈ An
K
,
r(f)
deg f
log+ ||f(X)||v > log
+ ||X||v − Cv
for all X ∈ An
K
.
Proof. For the first inequality, see [27, Theorem 5.1]. For the second one, let π : V → Pn be a
birational morphism such that φ = f ◦ π is a morphism providing a D-ratio r(f) on V . Then,
E′ =
r(f)
deg f
φ∗H − π∗H
is an effective divisor whose base locus lies outside of π−1(An). Therefore, λE′,v is bounded below
on π−1(An). Thus, we have
r(f)
deg f
λφ∗H,v(Y ) > λπ∗H,v(Y )− C for all Y ∈ π
−1
(
An
K
)
.
Let X = π(Y ). Since λH,v = ||X||v +O(1) and φ(Y ) = f(X), we get the desired result. 
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3. Nonarchimedean Green functions for a strongly regular pair
Kawaguchi [22] showed that the local Green functions of a regular polynomial automorphism
have nice properties. In Section 3,4 and 5, we show that the local Green functions of a strongly
regular pair also have similar properties. In this section, we study the local Green functions of
a strongly regular pair of polynomial maps at a nonarchimedean place v. Note that we use the
topology induced by a metric | · | = | · |v on Kv, not Zariski topology. We refer [22] for details on
the local Green functions of polynomial maps.
Proposition 3.1. Let f : An → An be a polynomial map defined over K. Then, the local Green
function of f at v is well-defined:
Gf (X) = Gf,v(X) := lim
m→∞
1
deg fm
log+ ||fm(X)||.
Moreover, we have
Gf (X) ≤ log
+ ||X|| + C
for some constant C.
Proof. See [22, §.1]. 
Theorem 3.2. Let Kv be an algebraically closed field with nontrivial nonarchimedean valuation
and let S = {f, g : An → An} be a strongly regular pair of polynomial maps defined over Kv. Then
there are open subsets Vf , Vg of A
n
Kv
and constants Cf , Cg with the following properties.
(1) Vf ∪ Vg = A
n
Kv
.
(2) Gf (X) ≥ log
+ ||X||+ Cf on Vf .
(3) Gg(X) ≥ log
+ ||X|| + Cg on Vg.
Proof. (1) To find such open sets, we need clarify the relation between f, g and f ◦g. Let df , dg
be degrees of f and g respectively. Since f, g are polynomial maps, we can consider f, g as
rational maps on Pn and write
f(X) =
[
X
df
0 , F1, · · · , Fn
]
, g(X) =
[
X
dg
0 , G1, · · · , Gn
]
where Fi, Gi are homogeneous polynomials of degree df and dg respectively. Because f, g
are jointly regular, {X0, Fi, Gi}i∈I has no nontrivial common zeros. Hence, by Hilbert’s
Nullstellensatz, we have an integer M and homogeneous polynomials Pij , Qij , Rj satisfying
(A)
n∑
i=1
Pij(X)Fi(X) +
n∑
i=1
Qij(X)Gi(X) +X0Rj(X) = X
M
j .
Note that degPij =M − df ,degQij =M − dg and degRj =M − 1.
By the assumption deg f ◦ g < min(df , dg) and f ◦ g = g ◦ f , all component of f ◦ g
and g ◦ f has a common divisor of degree l = dfdg − deg(f ◦ g). Moreover, since the first
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component is X
dfdg
0 , the common divisor is X
l
0:
f ◦ g =
[
X
df dg
0 , F1
(
g(X)
)
, · · · , Fn (g(X))
]
=
[
X
df dg−l
0 , F1
(
g(X)
)
/X l0, · · · , Fn
(
g(X)
)
/X l0
]
and
g ◦ f =
[
X
df dg
0 , G1
(
f(X)
)
, · · · , Gn(f(X))
]
=
[
X
df dg−l
0 , G1
(
f(X)
)
/X l0, · · · , Gn
(
f(X)
)
/X l0
]
.
Hence, we get
(B) Fi
(
g(X)
)
= Gi
(
f(X)
)
= X l0Ji(X) for all i = 0, · · · , n
where Ji(X) are homogeneous polynomials of degree dJ = dfdg − l = deg(f ◦ g).
Let
C0 := max
{
|α| | α = 1 or a coefficients of one of Fi, Gi, Pij , Qij , Rj , Ji
}
and take two positive numbers
ǫ = C−40 , and δ = C
−2
0 .
Then, ǫ, δ are positive constants satisfying the following:
(C)

ǫ <
1
C0
, δ <
1
C0
,
ǫd−dJC0 < δ where d = min(df , dg) and
ǫlC0 < δ
2 where l = dfdg − dJ .
Note that dfdg ≥ 2 and dJ < min(df , dg) so that l is an integer larger than 2.
Define two open sets
Vf := Vf,ǫ,δ =
{
X ∈ AnKv
∣∣∣∣ ||X|| < 1ǫ or max(||f(X)||, 1) > δmax(||X||df , 1)
}
and
Vg := Vg,ǫ,δ =
{
X ∈ AnKv
∣∣∣∣ ||X|| < 1ǫ or max(||g(X)||, 1) > δmax(||X||dg , 1)
}
.
Then, Vf ∪ Vg = A
n
Kv
: suppose there is a point X = [1,X1, · · · ,Xn] ∈ A
n \ (Vf ∪ Vg).
Then X satisfies the following three inequalities
||X|| ≥
1
ǫ
> 1, δmax
(
||X||df , 1
)
≥ max
(
||f(X)||, 1
)
and
δmax
(
||X||dg , 1
)
≥ max
(
||g(X)||, 1
)
.
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We may assume that ||X|| = sup |Xi| = |Xn|. Applying || · || to (A) when j = n, we get
||X||M = |XMn | =
∥∥∥∥∥∑
i
Pinfi +
∑
i
Qingi +Rn
∥∥∥∥∥
≤ max
(
||Pin|| · ||f(X)||, ||Qin|| · ||g(X)||, |Rn|
)
≤ max
(
C0||X||
M−df · δ||X||df , C0||X||
M−dg · δ||X||dg , C0||X||
M−1
)
< ||X||M
which is a contradiction.
(2),(3) We start with the following claims.
Claim 1.
f(Vf ) ⊂ Vf .
Proof of Claim 1. Let X = [1,X1, · · · ,Xn] ∈ Vf be a point such that f(X) 6∈ Vf . By
definition of Vf , f(X) should satisfy two inequalities:
(D) ||f(X)|| ≥
1
ǫ
and max
(
||f
(
f(X)
)
||, 1
)
≤ δmax
(
||f(X)||df , 1).
We showed An = Vf ∪ Vg on (1). So, f(X), which lies outside of Vf , is an element of Vg:
X satisfies either
||f(X)|| <
1
ǫ
or δmax
(
||f(X)||dg , 1
)
< max
(
||g
(
f(X)
)
||, 1
)
.
However, because of (D), the first one cannot happen: X should satisfy (D) and
(E) δmax
(
||f(X)||dg , 1
)
< max
(
||g(f(X))||, 1
)
.
Let’s show that there is no such X ∈ Vf satisfying (D) and (E). X ∈ Vf satisfies either
||X|| ≥
1
ǫ
or max
(
||f(X)||, 1) > δmax
(
||X||df , 1).
If ||X|| <
1
ǫ
, then consider ||g
(
f(X)
)
||. Since f ◦ g is a polynomial map of degree dJ , we
have
||g
(
f(X)
)
|| = max ||1lJi(X)|| ≤ C0||X||
dJ ≤ C0
(
1
ǫ
)dJ
.
On the other hand, because of (E) and the first inequality in (D), we have
max
(
||g
(
f(X)
)
||, 1
)
> δmax
(
||f(X)||dg , 1
)
> δ||f(X)||dg > δ
(
1
ǫ
)dg
.
So, we get C0ǫ
dg−dJ > δ. But, from a property of ǫ and δ, we have
ǫdg−dJC0 ≤ ǫ
d−dJC0 < δ where d = min(df , dg),
which is a contradiction. So, X should satisfy
||X|| ≥
1
ǫ
and max
(
||f(X)||, 1) > δmax
(
||X||df , 1).
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However, combine it with (E) and get
(F) max
(
||g(f(X))||, 1
)
≥ δmax
(
||f(X)||dg , 1
)
≥ δ2max
(
||X||df dg , 1).
On the other hand, we have
(G) max
(
||g(f(X))||, 1
)
≤ C0||X||
dJ ≤ C0ǫ
l||X||df dg .
Thus, (F) and (G) induce that C0ǫ
l > δ2, which contradicts to (B). 
Claim 2. For any X ∈ Vf , we have
max
(
||f(X)||, 1
)
≥ Cf
(
max ||X||df , 1
)
where Cf = min{δ, ǫ
df }.
Proof. Let X ∈ Vf : X satisfies either
||X|| ≤
1
ǫ
or max(||f(X)||, 1) ≥ δmax(||X||df , 1).
If the former one holds, then we have
Cf ||X||
df ≤ Cf
(
1
ǫ
)df
≤ 1 ≤ max(||f(X)||, 1).
For the latter case, it is clear because Cf ≤ δ. 
Let’s complete the proof of (2) and (3) by using Claim 1 and Claim 2. Let X ∈ Vf .
Then, by Claim 1, fm(X) ∈ Vf for all m ≥ 0. Apply the logarithm to the inequality in
Claim 2 and get
log+ ||f(Ym)|| ≥ df log
+ ||Ym||+ logCf
for all Ym = f
m(X) ∈ Vf . Therefore, we get the desired result by the telescoping sum:
Gf (X) = lim
m→∞
1
dmf
log+ ||fm(X)||
= log+ ||X|| +
∞∑
m=1
(
1
dmf
log+ ||fm(X)|| −
1
dm−1f
log+ ||fm−1(X)||
)
≥ log+ ||X|| +
∞∑
m=1
1
dm−1f
Cf .

Recall that the local Green functions are defined by the pointwise limit. It is not enough for the
construction of a semipositive metric later - we need that the dynamical metric is semipositive to
get the equidistribution. So, we want that a sequence
{
1
dmf
log+ ||fm(X)||
}
is uniform convergent.
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Proposition 3.3.
Gf = lim
m→∞
1
dmf
log+ ||fm(X)|| and Gg = lim
m→∞
1
dmg
log+ ||gm(X)||
are uniformly convergent on Vf and Vg respectively.
Proof. Let X ∈ Vf : X satisfies either
||X|| < ǫ−1 or max(||f(X)||, 1) > δmax(||X||df , 1).
By Lemma 2.6, we have
(H) C1||X||
df
r(f) ≤ ||f(X)|| ≤ C2||X||
df
where r(f) is the D-ratio of f , which is not smaller than 1 [27, Proposition 4.5]. Divide (H) by
||X||df to get
C1||X||
df
r(f)
−df ≤
||f(X)||
||X||df
≤ C2.
If ||X|| < C3 = ǫ
−1, then the lower bound is smaller than C1C
df
r(f)
−df
3 because
df
r(f) − df ≤ 0
and ||X|| < C3. Take the logarithm and the absolute value to get∣∣∣∣log ||f(X)||||X||df
∣∣∣∣ ≤ max(∣∣logC1∣∣+ (df − dfr(f)
) ∣∣logC3∣∣, ∣∣logC2∣∣) .
If ||X|| ≥ ǫ−1 and max(||f(X)||, 1) > δmax(||X||df , 1), then δ||X||df ≥ δǫ−df ≥ 1. Thus, we
have
max(||f(X)||, 1) > δ||X||df ≥ 1,
which guarantees ||f(X)|| > 1. Hence, we get
||f(X)|| > δ||X||df ⇒ δ ≤
||f(X)||
||X||df
≤ C2
and ∣∣∣∣log ||f(X)||||X||df
∣∣∣∣ ≤ max (− log δ, ∣∣logC2∣∣, ) .
Let
M = max
(∣∣logC1∣∣+ (df − df
r(φ)
) ∣∣logC3∣∣, ∣∣logC2∣∣,− log δ) .
Then, by the telescoping sum, we get∣∣∣∣∣ 1dfm log ||fm(X)|| − 1dfm+l log ||fm+l(X)||
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
m+l∑
j=m
1
df
j
∣∣∣∣log ||f j+1(X)||||f j(X)||df
∣∣∣∣
≤
m+l∑
j=m
1
df
j
M
and hence
1
df
m log ||f
m(X)|| is uniformly convergent on Vf . Similarly,
1
dg
m log ||g
m(X)|| is uni-
formly convergent on Vg. 
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4. Good reduction
To check the convergence of a sequence of adelic metrics 〈{|| · ||L,v,m | v ∈ MK}〉m≥0, we need
that 〈|| · ||L,v,m〉m≥0 is trivial for all but finitely many v ∈MK . In this section, we check the concept
“good reduction”, which guarantees that local Green functions exactly equal to the local height
function at all but finitely may prime spots. In Section 6, we will use this fact to show that the
dynamical adelic metric id well defined. We refer [22, 39] for details of good reduction.
Definition 4.1. Let S = {f, g : An → An} be a strongly regular pair of polynomial maps defined
over a number field K. and let v ∈M0K . We say that S have good reduction at v if
(1) Every coefficient of f, g is a v-adic integer so that we can extend f, g to polynomial maps
defined over Ov:
fv, gv : A
n
Ov → A
n
Ov .
(2) deg fv = deg f,deg gv = deg g.
(3) The pair of reduction maps {f˜ , g˜} is jointly regular on Pn
kv
, i.e., f˜ , g˜ have no common
indeterminacy point on Pn
kv
.
It is quite easy to find prime spots v which satisfy (1) and (2): if we find v such that every
coefficient of f and g is a v-adic unit, then v satisfies (1) and (2). For the condition (3), we will
find the equivalent condition using the Elimination Theory.
Lemma 4.2 (Elimination Theory). Let k be a field, let k be an algebraic closure of k, let A be a
commutative ring with unity, let f1, · · · , ft be homogeneous polynomials in A[X0, · · · ,Xn] and let
ρ : A→ k be a homomorphism. We extend ρ to A[X0, · · ·Xn] by applying ρ to the coefficients of a
polynomial. Then the followings are equivalent:
(1) {
ρ (r) | r ∈ A, r(X0,X1, · · · ,Xn)
l ⊂ (f1, · · · ft) for some l ≥ 1
}
= {0}
(2) There is a P ∈ Pn
kv
such that fi(X) = 0 for all i = 1, · · · , t.
Proof. See [19, I.5.7.A] or [41, Vol II, §80]. 
Proposition 4.3. Let S = {f, g : An → An} be a strongly regular pair of polynomial maps defined
over a number field K. Suppose that S satisfies Definition 4.1(1), (2) Then, the followings are
equivalent.
(1) S has good reduction at v ∈MK , i.e., S satisfies Definition 4.1(3).
(2) As ideals in Ov [X0, · · · ,Xn], we have
(X0,X1, · · ·Xn)
N ⊂
(
X0, F1(X), · · · , Fn(X), G1(X), · · · , Gn(X)
)
for some integer N .
Proof. Take a set
I :=
{
r ∈ Ov | r(X0,X1, · · · ,Xn)
l ⊂ (X0, F1(X), · · ·Fn(X), G1(X), · · · , Gn(X)) for some l ≥ 1
}
.
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Then, Lemma 4.2 says that ρ(I) = 0 if and only if X˜0, F˜1, · · · , F˜n, G˜1, · · · , G˜n have a nontrivial
common root in Pn
K
. Thus, {f˜ , g˜} is jointly regular if and only if there exists r ∈ I ∩ O∗kv . 
We will finish this section by showing that a strongly regular pair S = {f, g} has good reduction
at all but finitely many v ∈ MK and the local Green functions are trivial if S has good reduction
at v ∈MK .
Proposition 4.4. Let S = {f, g : An → An} be a strongly regular pair of polynomial maps defined
over a number field K. Then, there is a finite subset B of MK such that S has good reduction for
all v 6∈ B.
Proof. Let B be a set of prime places v such that v is archimedean or v satisfies the following
conditions:
• all coefficients of Fi, Gi, Pij , Qij, Rj , Ji are B-integers in OK .
• Let ρv : (OK)B → kv be the natural map. Then,
deg f = deg(ρv(f)) and deg g = deg(ρv(g)).
Then, for any v 6∈ B, Sv = {fv, gv : A
n
Kv
→ AnKv} satisfies Definition 4.1 (1), (2). Also, the second
condition and the existence of Pij , Qij, Rj guarantee that Sv satisfies Proposition 4.3 (2) so that S
has good reduction at v. 
Proposition 4.5. Suppose that a strongly regular pair S = {f, g : An → An} of polynomial maps
defined over a number field K has good reduction at v ∈M0K . Then,
(1) Gf,v ≤ log
+ || · ||v
(2) Gg,v ≤ log
+ || · ||v
(3) Gf,v ≥ log
+ || · ||v on Vf,v,1,1
(4) Gf,v ≥ log
+ || · ||v on Vg,v,1,1
Proof. Suppose that S = {f, g : An → An} has good reduction at v. Then, by Proposition 4.3, it is
clear that all Fi, Gi, Pij , Qij, Rj, Ji have coefficients in O
∗
v , all coefficients in equalities in Section 3
will be of the norm 1 and hence all inequality will be proved. 
5. The local Green functions at archimedean places
We only have finitely many archimedean places and hence the local Green functions need not
be trivial. Still, we need the uniform convergence. Fortunately, we can prove the archimedean
version of Theorem 3.2 by the triangle inequality so that we can prove the desired result.
Theorem 5.1. Let K∞ be an algebraically closed field with archimedean norm || · ||∞ and let
S = {f, g : An → An} be a strongly regular pair. Then there are two open subsets Vf , Vg of A
n and
constants Cf , Cg with the following properties.
(1) Gf , Gg(X) ≤ log
+ ||X||∞ + C∞.
(2) f(Vf ) ⊂ Vf , g(Vg) ⊂ Vg and Vf ∪ Vg = A
n.
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(3) Gf (X) ≥ log
+ ||X||∞ + Cf on Vf and Gg(X) ≥ log
+ ||X||∞ + Cg on Vg.
Proof. Sibony [35] proved that a rational map has the local Green function at archimedean place.
So, we don’t worry about the convergence.
(1) Let ||f ||∞ be the maximum value of the coefficients of f . Then,
log+ ||f(X)||∞ ≤ logMq||f ||∞||X||
q
∞
where M is thee number of degree q monomials of (n+ 1)-variables.
(2) It is totally same with the proof of Theorem 3.2 with new constant C∞.
(3) Let Pij , Qij and Rij are polynomials defined on previous section. Then, Theorem 3.2 (2,3)
exactly works with new constant
C∞ = (2n + 1)Mmmax {||P ||∞, ||Q||∞, ||R||∞, 1}
where Mm is the number of degree m monomials of degree m and of (n+ 1)-variables.

Proposition 5.2. Gf is uniformly convergent on Vf and Gg is uniformly convergent on Vg
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, we can mimic the proof of Proposition 3.3. 
6. Equidistribution for strongly regular pairs
In this section, we prove the equidistribution of small points for a strongly regular pair {f, g}
such that deg f = deg g. The main idea is to build a sequence of morphisms made by product of
iterations of f and g. Silverman [37] suggested the way of defining a morphisms from a jointly
regular family of polynomial maps. In particular, if we have a jointly regular pair {f, g} with
deg f = deg g, we can easily make a morphism.
Lemma 6.1. Let S = {f, g : An → An} be a jointly regular pair of polynomial maps. Suppose
deg f = deg g. Then, a polynomial map
φ = φS = (f, g) : A
n → An × An, X 7→
(
f(X), g(X)
)
extends to a morphisms φ˜S : P
n → P2n.
Proof. Let X = (X0, · · · ,Xn). f and g are polynomial maps so that we can write
f = [Xd0 , F1(X), · · · , Fn(X)], g = [X
d
0 , G1(X), · · · , Gn(X)]
where Fi, Gi are homogeneous polynomials of degree d = deg f = deg g.
Define a polynomial map
φ = (F1, · · · , Fn, G1, · · ·Gn) : A
n → A2n.
Then, since f, g do not share the same indeterminacy points, there is no common zero of {Fi, Gi}i=1,··· ,n
except trivial one. Therefore, φ will extends to a morphism:
φ˜(X) := [Xd0 , F1(X), · · · , Fn(X), G1(X), · · · , Gn(X)].
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
The following Lemmas show that Lemma 6.1 also works for iterations of f and g: we can define
φ{fm,gm}, too.
Lemma 6.2. Let ζ1, ζ2 : A
n → An be polynomial maps and let H = Pn \ An be the infinity
hyperplane. Then,
deg(ζ1 ◦ ζ2) ≤ deg ζ1 · deg ζ2 if and only if ζ1(H \ I(ζ1)) ⊂ I(ζ2).
Proof. See [39, Lemma 7.8]. 
Lemma 6.3. Let S = {f, g : An → An} be a strongly regular pair of polynomial maps defined
over a number field K and let I(f), I(g) be the indeterminacy locus of f and g respectively. Then,
I(fm) ⊂ I(f) and I(gm) ⊂ I(g).
Proof. Since S is strongly regular, we have
deg(f ◦ g) < min(deg f,deg g), deg f,deg g ≥ 2 and I(f) ∩ I(g) = ∅.
Thus, we get
deg(f ◦ g) < min(deg f,deg g) < deg f · deg g
and hence
f(H \ I(f)) ⊂ I(g)
by Lemma 6.2. Moreover,
f(H \ I(f)) ∈ H \ I(f)
because I(g) ⊂ H and I(f) ∩ I(g) = ∅.
Thus, by induction, fm(X) = f
(
fm−1(X)
)
is well defined and fm(X) 6∈ I(f) if X ∈ H \ I(f).
Hence, we get
H \ I(f) ⊂ H \ I(fm).

Corollary 6.4. Let S = {f, g : An → An} be a strongly regular pair of polynomial maps defined
over a number field K. Then, {fm, gm} is also strongly regular for all m ≥ 2.
Proof. The only difficult part of the proof is to show whether {fm, gm} is still jointly regular. By
Lemma 6.3, we have I(fm) ⊂ I(f), I(gm) ⊂ I(g) and hence
I(fm) ∩ I(gm) ⊂ I(f) ∩ I(g) = ∅.
Rest of condition to be strongly regular are easy to check:
• fm, gm are still algebraically stable and commutative. Also, deg fm = (deg f)m ≥ 2,
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• We have
r(f ◦ g)
deg(f ◦ g)
≤
r(f)
deg f
r(g)
deg g
.
Moreover, f, g are algebraically stable. So we get
r(fm) ≤ deg fm ·
(
r(f)
deg f
)m
= r(f)m ≤ ∞.
• The degree condition is easily gained because because f ◦ g = g ◦ f :
deg (fm ◦ gm) = deg(f ◦ g)m
≤ (deg f ◦ g)m
< min (deg f,deg g)m
= min (deg fm,deg gm) .

Because of Lemma 6.1 and Corollary 6.4, we can define a sequence of morphisms:
Theorem 6.5. Let S = {f, g : An → An} be a strongly regular pair of polynomial maps defined
over a number field K such that deg f = deg g. Define a polynomial map
φm : A
n → A2n X 7→ (fm(X), gm(X)) for all m ∈ N.
Consider φm as a morphisms from P
n to P2n. Then, the sequence {φm} generates the dynamical
adelic metric for S on OPn(1).
Proof. Let L = OPn(1) and L
′ = OP2n(1) be ample line bundles on P
n and P2n respectively, let || · ||v
be the v-adic supreme norm on ANK and let {|| · ||L,v},
{
|| · ||L′,v
}
be the standard adelic metrics on
L and L′ respectively.
Let’s construct a sequence of adelic metrics: because of Lemma 6.1,
φm : P
n → P2n
are morphisms of degree dm = deg fm = deg gm. Since φ∗mL
′ is isomorphic to L⊗d
m
, we can choose
an isomorphism
σm : L
⊗dm → φ∗mL
′
and get a sequence of adelic metrics on L
|| · ||L,m,v = σ
∗
mφ
∗
m|| · ||
1
dm
L′,v.
More precisely, consider φm as a polynomial map between line bundles on P
n and P2n,
φm : L ≈ A
n+1 → L′ ≈ A2n+1
induced by the original morphism φm : P
n → P2n. Also, let X = (X1, · · · ,Xn) = [1,X0, · · · ,Xn] ∈
An
K
and let Y = (1,X0, · · ·Xn) ∈ A
n+1
K
.
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Choose a section s : Pn → An+1 and get
||s||L,m,v(X) = σ
∗
mφ
∗
m||s||
1
dm
L′,v(X) = ||φ
∗
ms||
1
dm
L,v (X) = ||φm
(
s(X)
)
||
1
dm
v .
We say that an adelic metric {|| · ||L,m} converges to {|| · ||L} if there is an open set U of SpecOK
such that || · ||L,m,v = || · ||L,v for all v ∈ U and
|| · ||L,m,v
|| · ||L,v
uniformly converges to 1 for all v 6∈ U . Let
U = Bc where B is the finite set of primes found in Proposition 4.4. Then, S has good reduction
at all v ∈ U and hence we get
1
d
log+ ||f(X)||v =
1
d
log+ ||g(X)||v = log
+ ||X||v = log ||Y ||v for all X ∈ A
n
K
by Proposition 4.5. Moreover, since || · ||v is the supreme norm and φm(X) = (f
m(X), gm(X)), we
get
||φm(Y )||v = ||
(
1, fm(X), gm(X)
)
||v = max [max (1, ||f
m(X)||v) ,max (1, ||g
m(X)||v)] .
and hence
||φm(Y )||v = ||Y ||
dm
v .
Since X = [1,X1, · · · ,Xn], we get
s(X) = αY = (α(X), α(X)X1 , · · · , α(X)Xn)
for some α ∈ K
∗
. Moreover, because ||φm(Y )||v = ||Y ||
dm
v , we get
||φm
(
s(X)
)
)||v = ||α||
dm
v · ||φm(Y )||v = ||α||
dm
v · ||Y ||
dm
v = ||s(X)||
dm
v .
and hence
σ∗mφ
∗
m||s||
1
dm
L,v (X) = ||φm
(
s(X)
)
||
1
dm
v = ||s(X)||v = ||s||L′,v(X)
for all m ≥ 1.
Now, check the uniform convergence of the given metric at v 6∈ U . Consider again φm : P
n → P2n
as a polynomial map
φm : A
n+1 → A2n+1.
Let
π : An+1 \ {0} → Pn.
Clearly, φm sends the origin to the origin. Moreover, we have the following equality:
log ||φm(Y1)||v − d
m log ||Y1||v = log ||φm(Y2)||v − d
m log ||Y2||v
if π(Y1) = π(Y2) because Y1 = α ·Y2 for some α ∈ K
∗ and φm consists of homogeneous polynomials
of degree dm. Therefore, the value of log ||φm
(
s(X)
)
||v − d
m log ||s(X)||v only depends on X,
independent of choice of sections s : Pn → L. Thus, choose an arbitrary section s : Pn → L and
define continuous functions
τm,v(X) =
[
log σ∗mφ
∗
m||s||
1
dm
L′,m,v − log ||s||L,v
]
(X).
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Now, we only have to show that τm,v is uniformly convergent on P
n for all v 6∈ U : if it is true, then
we have the uniform limit of semipositive adelic metrics
|| · ||L,∞,v =
(
lim
m→∞
exp(τm,v)
)
· || · ||L,v,
which is also semipositive.
Claim 3. {τk,v} is pointwisely convergent on P
n
K
.
Proof of Claim 3. If X ∈ An
K
, then, we easily get the limit:
lim
m→∞
τm,v(X) = exp
[
max (Gf,v(X), Gg,v(X)) / log
+ ||X||v
]
.
Suppose that X ∈ H = Pn
K
\ An
K
. Then, we have three cases:
X ∈ I(f), X ∈ I(g) or X 6∈ I(f) ∪ I(g).
Recall Lemma 6.2: since f, g are algebraically stable, we get
f
(
H \ I(f)
)
⊂ I(g) and g
(
H \ I(g)
)
⊂ I(f).
In particular, f sends I(g) to I(g) so that we can consider f as an endomorphism on I(g).
Case 1 : X ∈ I(f) or X ∈ I(g).
IfX = [0,X1, · · · ,Xn] ∈ I(f), then Fi(X) = 0 for all i = 1, · · · , n. Moreover, since I(f)∩I(g) =
∅ and g
(
H \ I(g)
)
⊂ I(f), we get gm(X) ∈ I(f) for all m ≥ 1.
Let Y = (0,X0, · · · ,Xn). Since f(Y ) = (0, · · · , 0), we get
φm(Y ) = (0, f
m(X), gm(X)) = (0, 0, · · · , 0, gm(X))
so that
log ||φm(Y )||v = log ||g
m(X)||v .
Lemma 6.3 says that deg(f ◦ g) < max(deg fm deg g) guarantees that
g
(
I(f)
)
⊂ g
(
H \H
)
⊂ I(f).
Since I(f) is a union of subvarieties, we have the following height equality [38, Theorem B.2.7]:
there is a constant C1 such that
(I)
∣∣h(g(X)) − deg g · h(X)∣∣ < C1, |log ||g(X)||v − deg g · log ||X||v | < C1 for all X ∈ I(f).
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Therefore, {τm,v} is a Cauchy sequence: by telescoping sum, we get∣∣∣∣( 1dm log ||φm(Y )||v − log ||Y ||v
)
−
(
1
dM
log ||φM (Y )||v − log ||Y ||v
)∣∣∣∣
≤
M−1∑
j=m
∣∣∣∣( 1dj+1 log ||φj+1(Y )||v − log ||Y ||v
)
−
(
1
dj
log ||φj(Y )||v − log ||Y ||v
)∣∣∣∣
≤
M−1∑
j=m
1
dj+1
∣∣log ||g(gj(X))||v − deg g · log ||gj(X)||v∣∣
≤
M−1∑
j=m
1
dj+1
C1.
Similarly, we have the same result if X ∈ I(g): there is a constant C2 such that
(J)
∣∣h(f(X)) − deg f · h(X)∣∣ < C1, |log ||f(X)||v − deg f · log ||X||v | < C2
and ∣∣∣∣( 1dm log ||φm(Y )||v − log ||Y ||v
)
−
(
1
dM
log ||φM (Y )||v − log ||Y ||v
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ M−1∑
j=m
1
dj+1
C2.
Case 2 : X 6∈ I(f) ∪ I(g).
Then, f(X) ∈ I(g) and g(X) ∈ I(f). Then, f(X) ∈ I(g) and g(X) ∈ I(f). So, both (I) and
(J) hold. Moreover, we have
log ||φm(Y )||v = log ||(0, f
m(X), gm(X))||v = max (log ||f
m(X)||v , log ||g
m(X)||v) .
Therefore, we get∣∣∣∣( 1dm log ||φm(Y )||v − log ||Y ||v
)
−
(
1
dM
log ||φM (Y )||v − log ||Y ||v
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ M−1∑
j=m
1
dj+1
max(C1, C2).

By Claim 3, τm,v is pointwisely convergent. Thus, if it is uniformly convergent on a dense
subset of Pn, then it is uniformly convergent on Pn. (See [24].) Thus, we only have to show that it
is uniformly convergent on An.
Define new polynomial maps
Φ := (f, g) : An × An → An × An
Ψ := (g, f) : An × An → An × An
ι : An → A2n, X 7→ (X,X)
Then, {Φ,Ψ} is a strongly regular by Definition 1.1:
• I(Φ)∩I(Ψ) = {[0,X1, · · · ,Xn,X
′
1, ·,X
′
n] | [0,X1, · · · ,Xn], [0,X
′
1, · · · ,X
′
n] ∈ I(f)∩I(g)} = ∅
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• Let Z = (X,X ′) ∈ A2n. By Theorem 2.6, we have
h
(
Φ(Z)
)
≥ h(f(X)) + h(g(X ′)) ≥
d
r(f)
h(X) +
d
r(f)
h(X ′) ≥
d
2max(r(f), r(g))
h(Z)
for all Z ∈ A2n. Thus, c(Φ), c(Ψ) ≤ 2
d
max
(
r(f), r(g)
)
<∞
• degΦ = degΨ = deg f > 2
• Φ ◦Ψ = (f ◦ g, g ◦ f) = (g ◦ f, f ◦ g) = Ψ ◦Φ
• Φ,Ψ are algebraically stable.
• degΦ = deg f > deg(f ◦ g) = deg(Φ ◦Ψ)
Remark that if f, g are iterations of a regular polynomial automorphism and its inverse, then they
are regular polynomial automorphisms again and hence they have finite D-ratios so that we can
use Definition 2.4.
Therefore, for any v ∈MK , there exist two positive integers ǫ, δ such that
(K) VΦ,v,ǫ,δ ∪ VΨ,v,ǫ,δ = A
2n
where
VΦ = VΦ,v,ǫ,δ :=
{
Z = (X,X ′) ∈ An × An | ||Z||v <
1
ǫ
or max{||Φ(Z)||v , 1} ≥ δmax{||Z||
d
v , 1}
}
and
VΨ = VΨ,v,ǫ,δ =
{
Z = (X,X ′) ∈ An × An | ||Z|| >
1
ǫ
or max{||Ψ(Z)||v , 1} ≥ δmax{||Z||
d
v , 1}
}
.
By definitions of Φ and ι, we get
||Φ(Z)||v = max{||f(X)||v , ||g(X
′)||v} where ||Z||v = max{||X||v , ||X
′||v}
and
||Φ
(
ι(X)
)
||v = max (||f(X)||v , ||g(X)||v) = ||Ψ
(
ι(X)
)
||v .
By (K), ι(X) = (X,X) ∈ VΦ,v,ǫ,δ or (X,X) ∈ VΨ,v,ǫ,δ. Moreover, by definition of Φ and Ψ, we have
||Φ
(
ι(X)
)
= max
(
||f(X)||v , ||g(X)||v
)
= max
(
||g(X)||v , ||f(X)||v
)
= ||Ψ
(
ι(X)
)
||v.
Thus, if ι(X) ∈ VΨ,v,ǫ,δ, then ι(X) ∈ VΦ,v,ǫ,δ too by definition of VΦ and VΨ. Furthermore, VF ∪Vg =
An so that ι(X) should be contained in one of them. Hence,
(X,X) ∈ VΦ ∩ VΨ.
So,
1
dm
log ||Φm(ι(X))|| − log ||ι(X)|| is uniformly convergent on ι
(
An
)
. Furthermore, because
φm = Φ
m ◦ ι,
we have the following: a sequences of continuous functions
τm,v(X) =
(
1
dm
log σ∗mφ
∗
m|| · ||L,v − log || · ||L,v
)
(X)
= GΦ,v(X,X) − log || · ||L′,v(X,X)
is uniformly convergent to a continuous function τv on A
n.
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Therefore, we have the semipositive metric
|| · ||L,∞,v =
|| · ||L if v ∈ U|| · ||L · eτv otherwise
on L = OPn(1). 
Now, the existence of the dynamical adelic metric allows the equidistribution.
Theorem B. Let S = {f, g : An → An} be a strongly regular pair of polynomial maps defined
over a number field K such that deg f = deg g. Then, we have the equidistribution of small points:
let {xm} be a generic and small sequence on P
n
K
with respect to the arithmetic canonical height
function h˜S. Then, for any place v ∈ MK , there is a probability measure µS,v on Berk
(
PnCv
)
such
that a sequence of the probability measure on the Galois orbit of xm weakly converges to µS,v.
Proof. Theorem 6.5 says that we have that the semipositive dynamical adelic metric. Therefore, by
Yuan’s result (Theorem 2.1), we have the equidistribution of small points with respect to OPn(1) =
(OPn(1), || · ||OPn (1),∞). 
7. Application to regular polynomial automorphisms
In the previous section, we have the equidistribution of small points for the dynamical system
of a strongly regular pair of affine morphisms having the same degree. In this section, we will apply
this result to regular polynomial automorphisms. As stated in introduction, {f, f−1} is an example
of a strongly regular pair, but not of the same degree:
Example 7.1. Let f be the following regular polynomial automorphism of degree 8
f(x1, x2, x3, y1, y2, y3, y4) = (x3, x1+ x
2
3, x2+ x
2
1, y2− y
2
1, y3− (y2− y
2
1)
2, y2− (y3− (y2− y
2
1)
2)2, y1).
Then, its inverse is of degree 4:
f−1(x, y, z) = (y − x2, z − (y − x2)2, x, y4, y1 + y
2
4, y2 + y
2
1, y3 + y
2
2).
The following proposition says that we can get a strongly regular pair of the same degree by
choosing appropriate iterates of f and f−1:
Proposition 7.2. Let f : An → An be a regular affine automorphism with the inverse f−1 and let
I(f), I(f−1) be indeterminacy loci of the meromorphic extensions of f and f−1 on PnK respectively.
Let l1 = dim I(f) + 1 and l2 = dim I(f
−1) + 1. Then,
l1 + l2 = n and deg f
l2 = deg f−l1 .
Proof. See [35, Proposition 2.3.2] or [39, Theorem 7.10]. 
Lemma 7.3. Let f : An → An be a regular polynomial automorphism with the inverse f−1 and let
l1, l2 be positive integers defined in Proposition 7.2. Then, {f
l2 , f−l1} is a strongly regular pair.
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Proof. It is clear that f, f−1 is algebraically stable and r(fn) = deg fn ·degf−n Also, by Lemma 6.3,
we have I(f l2) ⊂ I(f) and I(f−l1) ⊂ I(f−1). So, it is enough to check the degree condition.
Because Proposition 7.2, deg f l1 = deg f−l2 . Thus,
deg(f l2 ◦ f−l1) = deg(f l2−l1) < min
(
deg f−l1 ,deg f l2
)
.

So {f l2 , f−l1} has the dynamical equidistribution of small points. Especially, we want to show
the equidistribution of periodic points, which means we want to find a generic and small sequence of
periodic points. It will be done by proving that Per(f) is Zariski dense. We will modify Fakhruddin’s
proof for polarizable morphism case [15], using Fornaess & Sibony’s result in complex dynamics
[17].
Theorem 7.4. Let K be an algebraically closed field and let ψ1, ψ2 : P
n
K → P
m
K be morphisms.
Suppose that degψ1 6= degψ2. Then
{X ∈ PnK | ψ1(X) = ψ2(X)}
is a finite set.
Proof. See [17, Theorem 3.1]. 
Theorem C. Let f : An → An be a regular polynomial automorphism defined over a number field
K. Then, the set of periodic point is Zariski dense.
Proof. Let K be a finitely generated field over Q containing all coefficients of f . It is enough to
show that Per(f) is Zariski dense on Pn
K
.
Lemma 7.3 says that {g1 = f
l2 , g2 = f
−l1} is strongly regular of the same degree. Also,
{gm1 , g
m
2 } is strongly regular with the same degree for all natural number m by Corollary 6.4.
Define a sequence of morphisms;
φm(X) := (g
m
1 (X), g
m
2 (X)).
Let B be a finite set of places such that {g1, g2} have good reduction at v 6∈ B. Then φ1 also
has good reduction. Let k = kv be the corresponding residue field. Consider a morphism
ι˜ : Pn
k
→ P2n
k
, [X0,X1, · · · ,Xn] 7→ [X0,X1, · · · ,Xn,X1 · · · ,Xn].
Then, by Theorem 7.4, we have finite sets
A˜m = A˜m,v := {X ∈ P
n
k
| φ˜m(X) = ι˜(X)}
in Pn
k
.
Let l = |l1 − l2| and pick a point
X ∈ Perlm(f˜)v = {X
′ ∈ An
k
| f˜ lm(X ′) = X ′}.
Then, we have
g˜1
m(X) = f˜ml1(X) = f˜−ml2(X) = g˜2
m(X).
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So,
Perlm
(
f˜
)
v
⊂ A˜m.
Moreover,
f˜ : An
k′
→ An
k′
is still an automorphism for any finite extension k′ of k. Thus, all points are periodic points:
Per(f˜)v = A
n
k
.
Therefore, the union of A˜m contains a Zariski dense subset of P
n
k
;
An
k
⊂
⋃
A˜m.
Now, let W1,W2 be arithmetic models of P
n
K and P
2n
K , let φ
A
m, ι
A be extensions of φm and ι and
let
Am = {X ∈ W1 | φ
A
m(X ) = ι
A(X )}.
It is a nontrivial subvariety ofW1. And, it cannot be of dimension 0 because it contains points in all
but finitely many special fibers ofW, where f, f−1 have good reduction. Thus, it is of dimension at
least 1. But, each fiber only contains finitely many intersection with Am, which is A˜m,v. Therefore,⋃
Am consists of infinitely many horizontal sections whose intersection with all special fibers over
Bc are Zariski dense. Hence,
⋃
Am consists of infinitely many horizontal sections whose intersection
with all fiber, especially with the generic fiber, are Zariski dense. 
Corollary 7.5. Let f : An → An be a regular polynomial automorphism. Then, there is a generic
and small sequence {xm} ⊂ Per(f).
Proof. Because of Theorem C, we can find a generic sequence {xm} ⊂ Per(f). So, we only need to
show that it is small: let L = (OPn , || · ||S) be the metrized line bundle with the dynamical adelic
metric defined in Section 6 and let hL be the corresponding arithmetic height. Because hL(xm) = 0
if xm ∈ Per(f), we only have to show that hL(P
n) = 0 to claim that {xm} is a small sequence.
[44, Theorem 1.10] says that
e1(L) ≥ hL(P
n) ≥
1
n
n∑
i=1
ei(L)
where
ei(L) = sup
W(Pn
CodimW=i
inf
X∈Pn\W
ĥL(X).
By Theorem 7, Per(f) is Zariski Dense in Pn and hence ei(L) = 0 for all i = 1, · · · , n and hence
hL(P
n) = 0. 
Now, we can prove the desired theorem:
Theorem A. Let f : An → An be a regular polynomial automorphism defined over a number field
K and let v ∈MK . Then, there exists an f -invariant probability measure µf,v on Berk
(
PnCv
)
such
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that the set of periodic points of f is equidistributed with respect to µf,v: let {xm} be a sequence of
periodic points of f such that |{xm} ∩W | <∞ for any proper subvariety W of P
n. Then
1
ordxm
∑
y∈Γxm
δy weakly converges to µf,v
where Γxm is the Galois orbit of xm and δy is a Dirac measure at y.
Proof. By Corollary 7.5, we can find a generic and small sequence consisting of periodic points
of f . Thus, by Theorem B, we have the equidistribution of periodic points of f with respect to
µf,v = µ{f l1 ,f−l2},v. 
Corollary 7.6. µf,v in Theorem A is f -invariant measure.
Proof. If {xm} is a generic and small sequence, then so is {f(xm)}. Also, fΓxm = Γf(xm). Therefore,∫
φf∗µf,v =
∫
φ ◦ fµf,v = lim
∑
y∈Γxm
∫
φ ◦ fδy = lim
∑
f(y)∈Γf(xm)
∫
φδf(y) =
∫
φµf,v.

If n = 2 and v∞, then µf,∞ = µ+ ∧ µ− by [7]. If f is a shift-like automorphism on C
n and
l1, l2 are integers defined in Proposition 7.1, then µf,v = µ
l2
+∧µ
l1
− by [8]. Recently, Dinh and Sibony
showed it is true for any regular polynomial automorphism:
Theorem 7.7 (Dinh-Sibony). Let v ∈MK be an archimedean place. Then µf,v in Theorem A is
µf,v = µ
l2
+ ∧ µ
l1
−
where µ+, µ− are the Green currents defined by f, f
−1 and l1, l2 are integers defined in Proposi-
tion 7.1.
Proof. We can find the complete proof in [14]. Or, we check the following fact in the next section
briefly:
µf,v =
(
ddcGS
)n
.
Since f is regular, we have (
ddcGS
)n
= µl2+ ∧ µ
l1
−
by [18, Proposition 2.9]. 
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